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gestion; and let him not forget, that these little in-
stances, where no credit is to be got, and the vainest
can find small room for self-complacency,  furnish
perhaps the truest tests whether we are ashamed of
the Gospel of Christ, and are willing, on principles
really pure, to bear reproach for the name of Jesus.
The Christian too is well aware that the excessive
desire of human approbation is a passion of so sub-
tile a nature, that there is nothing into which it
cannot   penetrate:   and,   from   much experience,
learning to discover it where it would lurk unseen,
and to detect it under its more specious disguises,
he finds, that, elsewhere disallowed and excluded,
it is apt to insinuate itself into his very religion,
where it especially delights to dwell, and obstinately
maintains its residence.    Proud piety and ostenta- '
tious charity, ajad all the more open effects it there
produces, have been often condemned, and we may
discover the tendencies to them in ourselves, with-
out difficulty.   But where it appears not so large in
bulk, and in shape so unambiguous, let its opera-
tion be still suspected.    Let not the Christian suffer
himself to be deceived by any external dissimili-
tudes between himself and the world around him,
trusting perhaps to the sincerity of the principle to
which they originally owed their rise; but let him
beware, lest through the insensible encroachments of
the subtile usurper, his religion should at length
have " only a name to live," being gradually robbed
of its vivifying principle; lest he should be chiefly
preserved in his religious course by the dread of in-
curring the charge off levity, for quitting a path on
which he had deliberately entered.   Or where,  on
a strict and impartial scrutiny of his governing mo-
tives, he may fairly conclude this not to be the case,
let him beware lest he be influenced by this principle,
in particular parts of his character, and especially

